HILLSDALE BOARD OF EDUCATION
COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS AND MEMBERS
2017 CALENDAR YEAR

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.......................... CHAIRPERSON: KRISTA FLINN
MEMBER: SHANE SVOREC

EDUCATION..........................................................CHAIRPERSON: SAL SILEO
MEMBER: KRISTA FLINN

FINANCE/AUDIT..................................................CHAIRPERSON: SHANE SVOREC
MEMBER: TIM SANTO

PERSONNEL.......................................................... CHAIRPERSON: SHANE SVOREC
MEMBER: KRISTA FLINN

POLICY................................................................. CHAIRPERSON: SAL SILEO
MEMBER: TIM SANTO

TRANSPORTATION…………………………..  CHAIRPERSON: TIM SANTO
MEMBER: SAL SILEO

NEGOTIATIONS.................................................. CHAIRPERSON: KRISTA FLINN
MEMBER: KATHLEEN O’FLYNN
ALTERNATE: SHANE SVOREC

NEW JERSEY AND BERGEN COUNTY
SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION..........REPRESENTATIVE: SAL SILEO
ALTERNATE: SHANE SVOREC

PASCACK VALLEY
ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL..............REPRESENTATIVE: TIM SANTO
ALTERNATE: KATHLEEN O’FLYNN

REGION II SPECIAL EDUCATION...........REPRESENTATIVE: SHANE SVOREC
ALTERNATE: SAL SILEO

REPRESENTATIVE TO N.J. SCHOOL BOARDS DELEGATE
ASSEMBLY AND LEGISLATION CHAIRPERSON: KRISTA FLINN
ALTERNATE: TIM SANTO

Board President will be the alternate member to all committees